
 
Tring School  
Local Governing Body Resources Committee Minutes 
Wednesday 27 March 2019, 6.00pm 

 
Present: Mr S Bladen 

Mr J Foskett 
Mrs C James 
Mr A Kent 
Mr G Tuckwell 
Mrs S Collings (CEO/Headteacher) - ex-officio 

 
In Attendance: Mr R Gibberd (Business Director) 

Mrs A Wiltshear (Clerk) 
 
 

Opening Prayer - AK 
 
Item  
1. Welcome, apologies and absences. 

Apologies were received and accepted from Gill Rogers  
 
Item  
2. Confirmation that the meeting is quorate 

The Clerk confirmed the meeting was quorate. 
 
Item  
3. Notification of Any Other Business 

It was agreed that the following items be tabled under Any Other Business: 
● Internal audit letter 
● TSLL Loan 
● Exit Interviews (AK) 
● Gatsby Benchmarking 

 
Item  
4. Declarations of Interests 

There were no declarations of interest. 
 
 
Item  
5. Minutes of Previous Meeting held  

The minutes of the meeting held on, previously circulated, were signed by the Chairman as a 
correct record.  A copy was signed and would be filed. Minutes for the website approved. 

 
 
Item  
6. Items Delegated to the Committee by the Governing Body 

None. 
 
 
Item  
7. Business Director’s Report  

This was circulated in advance of the meeting.  

Signed ……………………………………………………….       Date …………………… 
 



Second Quarter Figures 
Governor Question: Indicative budget, income seems to gone up yet it is seen as a minus. 
Expenditure also gone up but also seen as a minus. 
RG explained that the reports are generated by the budgeting software.  
 
Governor Question: There appeared to be an overspend in Pupil Premium, was this a timing 
budgetary issue. RG confirmed that was the case. 
 
Governor Question: Could the gross figures show the transfer of the RLP 5% of school budget 
share? 
 
RG - This could be shown, however, the  PSF software system takes it out. 
All RLP expenditure is not shown on the TS table, as it is taken out of the RLP. 
 
In response to AK’s request in what TS got out of the 5% of central funding RG suggested that this 
be discussed in a separate meeting with AK, but informed governors that the next report could 
include the areas that were funded by the 5% top slice. 
 
Contracts and Leases 
Governor Question - does this encompass new grounds maintenance?  The only differential 
between other contractors was price.  Curious as to what process had been put in place to identify 
the successful supplier. 
 
RG explained that the process was managed by GRPS and Premises Manager at TS.  They had 
met with all of the tenderers, taken references.  The successful company was significantly 
cheaper, it was a franchise and therefore has less capital cost. In response to governor question 
as to whether a need for governor representative during the process, Governors were advised that 
it was considered too small a contract. Larger contracts would involve governor representation. 
 
Rebuild, Swimming pool and Leisure management update 
RG still awaiting for formal approval from ESFA which he hoped would be imminent.  
 
Swimming Pool - Problems with the boiler.  Dacorum will replace it and TS will put 50% towards 
it.  Should be in by end of next week, then tested and heated.  Handover mid-April.  
 
Leisure Management - The complex arrangement with EA continuing to operate the facilities after 
1st April on a month management fee.  Today learnt from ESFA that approval may not come until 
latter part of April, which meant that after giving notice to Dacorum and EA and then one month to 
TUPE staff.  It was more likely to be 1 June when TSLL become legal operator.  EA will operate 
facilities throughout April.  The pool will still be used for students from late April. It would be open 
to the public during month of May. However, EA would still be running it with their branding. 
Although this was not very satisfactory, there was no viable alternative until TUPE of staff was 
completed. 
 
Governor Question: Come 1 May - or whenever open to public. What will EA do if someone 
comes in to join? 
 
RG - They will sign up to TSLL as the systems would be in place. Their staff will do that on behalf 
of TSLL.  EA have been cooperating during the last few months.. 
 
TSLL will take all proceeds but pay EA £2,000 per month. 
 

Signed ……………………………………………………….       Date …………………… 
 



Swimming lessons will be deferred until TSLL is the operator. 
 
Most difficult part is recruiting high quality instructors.  TSLL USP will be quality, smaller classes 
with quality teachers. 
 
RG had been in daily contact with ESFA since January.  Recent communication indicated that all 
queries have been answered by RG. Although Treasury approval would not be required, it would 
need to be signed off, but Easter recess for the government could delay this final stage. 
 
In response to governor comment regarding Exceptional Funding that was received to pay 
Dacorum.  RG stated that TS continued to get funding and would pay TSLL. However, there was 
concern that this exceptional funding would not continue which would affect profit and in turn affect 
viability as a business. 
 
The £120K had always been considered ‘at risk’ but was now even greater. 
 
RG explained Plan B - That Dacorum would carry on using EA but Church could sue Dacorum and 
RLP would be stuck in middle of a litigation issue, in an unwinnable situation.  Dacorum do not 
have any legal right to be on the land and nor can it be used to generate a profit.  
 
If, however, the sign off was given but £120k is withdrawn, the question was raised as whether 
TSLL could run the sports centre and still be profitable.  RG stated that probably a profit would not 
be made in year 1.  It would be then be down to running and building up a business rapidly. 
 
RG reminded governors that the contract stated the sports centre could be handed back if over a 
period of 12 months there were unacceptable  losses. 
 
Governor Question:  Would there be serious cash flow implications if £120k was not received? 
RG stated that from a whole school perspective this would not be a problem, but would have to be 
managed very carefully. 
 
There had been a brief email discussion prior to the meeting as to the possibility of a loan from TS 
to TSLL of £140k (£100k for capital works, £40k for initial working capital)  Governors agreed in 
principal. 
 
The Chair reported that the RLP trustees were responsible and  were happy to make the loan. He 
explained that was furthering object of charity and proper use of charity money.  He reminded 
governors however, that trustees could still object to the load.  
 
AK - stated that a loan out of TS budget was to be made, governors needed to be conscious that 
they have considered it is proper use of money.  
 
RG confirmed that a draft loan agreement had been circulated which had been agreed. 
 
Governor expressed concern that were was no real security of this trading subsidiary.  However, 
governors were aware of this and had been kept informed. 
 
Governor Question: What is the benefit to TS?  
RG explained that surplus  would go back into TS. 
 
Governor Question: Is there a forecast about what it is going to look like? 

Signed ……………………………………………………….       Date …………………… 
 



RG - This had been based on information given by Dacorum and a Continuum report, there was a 
lot of circumstantial build up of data. However, in 2 years’ time there would be a brand new sports 
hall. Revenue generated from that would be significantly more than currently projected. 
 
RG reassured governors that by 1 June, he would be able to share a monthly P&L.  
 
The Chair also reminded governors that the Chairs of Resources TS and RLP were directors so 
would be know what was happening.. 
 
RG informed governors that proposed logo designs had been circulated earlier to Trustees and a 
preference had been agreed. 

 
 
Item  
8. Governor Training and Visits 

8.1 AK reported that he had completed a visit looking at the SCR and was pleased to report that all 
was in place. 
SB had visited PRS.  Visits form had been completed and shared in Drive. 
AK asked how should this be shared with SC.  
It was suggested that governors send their completed form to leadership team link together with 
AWi and VW. The LT link to then share with SLs.  
CJ attended governor induction training, felt it was more geared towards primary school training. 
 
There followed some brief discussion about induction training and whether this could be better 
completed ‘in house’.  It was agreed that attending HfL induction did provide the opportunity to meet 
governors from other schools. 
 
AK informed governors that KH was working on the Induction handbook. 
 
CJ had also signed up to Exclusion training. 
 
Thanks to GT for the email regarding Gatsby Benchmarking.  GT would be meeting with JA to look 
at careers provision later that week. 
 
 
8.2 Schools Financial Efficiency, top 10 planning checks 
Reminder for Governors to look at this through the links and also the Financial Regulation Manual. 
RG stated that this would be out of date quite quickly, aim to get this updated in September. 
Governors were informed that this document was followed by the auditors. 
 

 
Item  
9. Personnel  

This was covered under Part Two. 
 
Item  
10. Any Other Business 

10.1 Letter from internal auditors - There were no matters arising.  The auditors were very 
complimentary. 
 
10.2 Academies Financial Handbook 2018.  This needed to go to Trustee Board. 

Signed ……………………………………………………….       Date …………………… 
 



 
10.3 Financial Regulations Manual - this was covered in item 8.2. 
 
10.4 Exit Interviews - This was covered under Part Two  
 

 
Item   
11. Conduct of meeting Governors to confirm that the meeting has been conducted in an open manner, 

that all Governors have been able to participate and contribute to discussions and that all members of 
the Governing Body will have access to these minutes. 

 
The meeting closed at 19:26 
 
 
Part Two - CONFIDENTIAL 
Separate Minutes Filed 
 
 
 
 

 

Signed ……………………………………………………….       Date …………………… 
 


